
Garden Series 80G
CUSTOM SOAP FAVOURS



Scents

Notes
We also have a list of famous
fragrances

- Lavender
- Chamomile
- Rose 
- Orchid 
- Grapefruit 
- Frangipani 
- Lily 
- Ocean 
- Jasmine 
- Vanilla 
- Bergamot
- Blackberry 
- Kaffir Lime
- Geranium 
- Rosewood 
- Honey
- Apple Blossom 
- Watermelon 
- Sakura
- Lemongrass
- Coffee



Rustic Options

French pink clay go good with
rose, rosewood or geranium
(topping rose buds)
Yellowish is with jasmine or
chamomile powder and scents
jasmine, chamomile (topping
calendula petals)
Blue clay and some milled
lavender for lavender scent
(topping lavender) or can be
purple
Green is with mint powder good
with bergamot, kaffir lime,
lemongrass (topping calendula
petals)
Milky cream can be almond milk
and vanilla or oat and honey
(topping oat)
Black (charcoal) with white
scented with cedar wood,
lavender calendula or rose
topping
Coffee, Vanilla & Coffee, with
walnut shell scrub, topping oat



Herbal & Rustic
Colouring

We use natural clay, herbal powders
and oxides (which are all-natural
colourants from the earth).

This colouring option produces
rustic and earthy colours, as this is a
natural ingredient it has bits and
particles so the colours not very
smooth and sometime got dots and
discolouration.

The colours of these powders vary
from batch to batch so there is
always a small difference in colours
from previous orders. 

Mostly these colours selected
when choosing garden/rustic
theme with herbal toppings.



Herbal & Rustic
Colouring

Herbal topping tends to
discolouration/fade over some
time, especially roses... colour
fade in 3 weeks, brown colouring
forms where soap touches herbals
(normal reaction due to components
and also heat exposure when
packing with heat gun, think of it as
when you making hot tea, the herbs
release the brownish colour - same
effect on soap). 

Our advice is not to order rose
topping if you plan to keep soap for
more then 6 weeks before the
event. It’s not expired but roses
colours will fade, except you like the
faded style.

The roses and other herbal topping
colours are always random depend
on supplies.



Size & Appearance

The Price depends on the quantity of order and packaging options
 

you can change scent and colour according to your preference
 

Appearance: (marble, transparent, solid, horizontal lines)
 

Available in size 4.5x4x4cm, short rectangular shape



Packaging

Recommended options for packaging

1. Paper belt with description/tie/tag 
2. Double Paper belt with description/tie/tag 
    (gift wrap paper or plain colour paper at 
    the back of the paper belt with description)
3. Double Paper belt with printed design/ ribbon

Packaging Elements

- Paper for tags: white, cream, light             
  kraft and dark kraft
- For belt: white, cream, golden cream, 
   light and dark kraft
- Sticker: white or kraft
- Tie: rope, natural raffia grass or ribbon

Notes
The generic ribbon we use dark or light gold with gold border, white with
silver border, other ribbon colours possible on request

Soap Decoration (topping)
(price stated per 1 (one) piece)

1. Crystal Effect RM0.20 
2. Herbal - Rose 1pcs RM0.10, Lavender /
Calendula Petal, oatmeal, etc - RM0.15



Notes
Further discount available (terms and conditions apply)

there is 16 pcs in the loaf so next quantity will be 64pcs and so on (we will accept order 60
pcs as it does not create a lot of extras), but cannot accept 50pcs order for this option. 64pcs
and above can mix colours and scents.

80g
MOQ 48pcs
price stated without soap
decoration option

with packaging option 1

48pcs - 312pcs - RM5.50
312pcs - 600pcs - RM5
600pcs - 912pcs - RM4.35
912pcs and above - RM4.05

with packaging option 2 & 3

48pcs - 312pcs - RM5.75
312pcs - 600pcs - RM5.25
600pcs - 912pcs - RM4.80
912pcs and above - RM4.30

Price



Sample

Want to touch, understand the size
and feel the scent?
Check our online store for available 
samples! >>>>>>>> SHOP

https://shopee.com.my/thesoapkingdom?smtt=0.0.9
https://shopee.com.my/thesoapkingdom?smtt=0.0.9
https://shopee.com.my/thesoapkingdom?smtt=0.0.9
https://shopee.com.my/thesoapkingdom?smtt=0.0.9


PAPER BELT WITH DESCRIPTION/TIE/TAG















DOUBLE PAPER BELT WITH
DESCRIPTION/TIE/TAG











DOUBLE PAPER BELT WITH 
PRINTED DESIGN/ RIBBON







Contact
WA: +6 0192977078

IG: thesoapkingdom2


